
Lenox: Welcome to another informative episode of Outperform, the 
Acceleration Partners podcast. On today's episode we are 
delighted to have Alison Chew here with us again. This time to 
discuss affiliate marketing and influencer marketing. As you 
may recall from our second podcast episode about why 
publisher development is crucial to marketing, Allison is the 
Director of Partners and Innovation at AP. She's written 
extensively about both affiliate and influencer marketing on our
AP blog, and is also the mastermind behind an exciting new 
service we're offering clients called AP Influence, which is really
the first program of its kind that bridges the gaps between 
affiliate marketing and influencer marketing. So, welcome 
Alison.

Alison Chew: Thank, Lenox, I'm happy to be back.

Lenox: As always, it's wonderful to talk with you and pick that very 
smart brain of yours. Before we delve into their similarities and 
differences, how do you define both an affiliate and an 
influencer?

Alison Chew: Well, they are very similar, but in a nutshell I would say that an 
affiliate can really be any size site, business, person who can 
reach consumers, online or offline, and is paid on a 
performance basis. For basically referring customers to a 
brand's website, app, brick and mortar store, and generating a 
desired action, whether that be a sale or a lead. The key there 
is that they're paid on a performance basis.

An influencer is someone, basically, who has influence. They 
have created a following for themselves, and they have people 
who turn to them, and trust them. These can be big celebrities,
like Kim Kardashian, or a smaller micro-influencer with a 
following between 10,000 and 100,000. In both, they have 
people who turn to them, and they're interested in what they're
saying, what they're wearing, where they're traveling to, what 
they're eating, et cetera. Therefore, they have influence, or 
they have reach. With these influencers, historically they've 
been paid on a flat fee basis. Usually up front. Or, some sort of 
hybrid between a flat fee, and a free product. Only now are we 
seeing influencers start to be paid on some sort of performance
basis.

Lenox: What do you mean by performance basis?

Alison Chew: Meaning, they get paid when a desired action has been met, 
similar to affiliate. They drove a sale, or it could be that they're 
being paid per engagement. That's a like, a share, a comment 
on their post. They could be paid per click, so as they're driving
traffic to a brand's site. That's what I mean when I say 
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performance.

Lenox: As an affiliate marketing agency, we work with all kinds of 
affiliates, or connect our clients to all kinds of affiliates for their
program. We talk a lot about different kinds of affiliates. From 
coupon affiliates, to loyalty and deal, and even schools, and 
content affiliates. Are all of those synonymous with an 
influencer, or are we really kind of just comparing content 
affiliates with influencers when we're referring kind of apples to
apples?

Alison Chew: Yeah, I think for this conversation it's safe to say that we're 
comparing content affiliates, or bloggers with micro-
influencers. I don't think it's fair to say that Kim Kardashian 
would ever join an affiliate program. To keep it simple-

Lenox: She's missing out. That's all I'm going to say.

Alison Chew: She is, barely. We're talking about content affiliates, or 
bloggers, and comparing them with micro-influencers.

Lenox: Okay, define a micro-influencer.

Alison Chew: These are influencers with a total reach between 10,000 and 
around 100,000. This means across all of their channels, 
including their blog, that's how many potential impressions, or 
potentially how many people a brand can reach. This is a 
combination of their followers, and on their social media 
channels as well as traffic, or page views on their blog.

Lenox: From your perspective, how are content affiliates and micro-
influencers similar?

Alison Chew: They're both content creators. From that perspective, they are 
going out, they are partnering with brands, and they are 
creating content. The more content they create, the more 
authentic it is, the more value that the readers or followers find
in it, the more they'll come back. Then, the more followers or 
readers they will then attract, and that's how they grow their 
base. These bloggers and micro-influencers, sometimes it can 
take them years to grow this following, and to have readers, 
and consumers going to their social media channels, their 
Instagram, their blogs, and reading about, or looking at what 
they're doing, and what they're saying.

Lenox: You have first-hand experience managing affiliate programs. 
You were the Director of Affiliate Marketing for Acceleration 
Partners. Now, in your current role, you also oversee AP 
influence, working with micro-influencers. With all your 
different perspectives, what makes them different? What 
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makes a content affiliate different from a micro-influencer?

Alison Chew: It's really quite simple. It's the way that they're monetizing the 
content that they are creating. An affiliate can be an influencer,
and an influencer can be affiliated. It's just a different 
monetization strategy, and sometimes, as you know, people 
can have a lot of different monetization strategies. They could 
have a blog, and within the content on that blog they could 
have affiliate links. They could also be doing paid posts, like 
through influencer marketing, working with brands and being 
paid a flat fee for the content that they're producing, or for a 
product that they're reviewing. The main difference, at least in 
my mind, is that they're just monetizing that content 
differently.

Lenox: So, AP influence aside, brands primarily have been connecting 
with affiliates, or publishers through their affiliate program, but 
how have they been connecting with, or leveraging influencers,
typically?

Alison Chew: For this, brands can look in a number of different places to find 
influencers. They could look at their own fans and advocates, 
people that are already talking about them on social media, 
who are responding to maybe their Facebook posts, or 
Instagram posts. People who are excited about the brand 
already. They can, of course, turn to employees, and many 
brands do, to have employees be their own advocates, and 
fans and influencers, and talk about the brand.

They can also do their own research, and go online and look to 
see who's talking about something that is similar to what their 
product or service offering is, or complementary to what their 
product or service offering is. Then, once they're done their 
research, then of course it's time to reach out and connect with
them, and begin to engage and have conversations.

Lenox: Influencer marketing, especially if you look at it from the term 
of content affiliates, it really has been around for a very, very 
long time. It's only been in the past couple of years that 
companies seem to be super excited about it, and allocating all
these resources and marketing dollars, and some of us on the 
affiliate side are like, wait a minute, this is nothing different 
than what we've been talking about content affiliates doing. 
Just, as you said, you're just paying them in a different way. Not
necessarily better or worse, it's just different.

Prior to what we know now, all these kind of resources now, 
what were brands doing? Were they just calling up Kim 
Kardashian's publicist on the phone to say, "Hey, promote this 
product for us," or how were they connecting with celebrity 
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influencers, or I think there's another term called macro-
influencers, like big social media people? What were they doing
before?

Alison Chew: It varied one on one. Of course, the big guys, there's agencies 
out there, and agents out there. Talent agents that are 
representing the big celebrities. That's really nothing new, and 
that really hasn't changed. I think the rise of these macro-
influencers, these people who aren't celebrities ... They're not 
on TV, or in movies, but they're kind of their own, sort-of 
celebrity, because of the number of followers that they have 
amassed over the past several years with the rise of various 
social media channels. They've become social celebrities, and 
these macro-influencers.

Before this, brands were reaching out to people who they 
thought were influential, or were advocates of the brand, 
working with them one on one. This could be via phone call, via
email, sending contracts back and forth, sending payment 
through various methods. I imagine a lot of Excel spreadsheets 
going on, trying to keep track of everything that was 
happening. Timelines, and due dates, and content, and then, 
not to mention, the tracking and reporting involved that was 
probably all pretty manual.

Lenox: You painted a really good picture of the rather time-consuming 
and tedious process that's required for brands to work with ... 
Even micro-influencers. But, how is that approach different 
from how brands connect with content affiliates?

Alison Chew: I would say the research part of this. Looking, and trying to find
affiliates to work with your brand is still pretty time-consuming.
Doing that outreach, and communicating what affiliate 
marketing could be, could be time-consuming, as not all 
bloggers understand what affiliate marketing is. So, there's an 
education piece to that, which could take time. There's a 
research piece when looking for affiliates, and of course, 
there's that education piece, but if you're reaching out to 
known affiliates it's pretty easy to ask them to join your affiliate
program. Hopefully they will, and then hopefully after they join,
they actually start producing content.

There's no guarantee, though, that once a content blogger, or 
a content affiliate joins an affiliate program that they're 
actually going to produce content. As you know, through 
affiliate marketing, they get paid on performance, and most 
content bloggers, most content affiliates work with less than 
eight brands at any given time. So, the chance of your brand 
being one of those eight brands could be pretty tough.
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If you are lucky enough to be one of those eight brands, and 
your product or service really fits into whatever that blogger or 
content affiliate is talking about, then that's great, and 
hopefully they'll be able to drive sales or leads, depending on 
what the goal of your program is and what you track. 
Hopefully, they'll be able to drive that for you, and then see 
returns, since they get paid on performance basis.

I will say that looking for a known affiliates and reaching out to 
the, it's definitely a much easier process to do at scale. There's 
definitely less one on one interactions than, I would say, 
working with influencers on various campaigns. Really, once 
someone's in your affiliate program, it's up to the affiliate 
manager to give them content, send out newsletters, get them 
excited about the brand. Then, it's up to the affiliate to actually
create that content, and then get paid.

I would say it's easier to scale. It's also less risk for the brand, 
so there is really no upfront fees when you ask an affiliate to 
join your program unless you're doing something special, like a 
join bonus, or you're giving out a flat dollar amount for content.
It's definitely less risk, because you're only paying on that 
performance. Can be less time-consuming, as I said. There's 
not a lot of one on one conversations happening, especially as 
you scale. Some affiliate programs have five or ten thousand 
affiliates in them.

I will say, with affiliates, some brand alignment may be 
missing. Brands don't approve content every time an affiliate 
posts. The quality of the content may not be there, so if the 
brand is looking to content affiliates to create high quality 
content that they can then reuse on their own social media 
channels, or their own blog, they might not be seeing that out 
of affiliates, because they are being paid on their performance 
basis.

Many affiliates, and rightfully so, they're focused on deals and 
promotions to drive conversions, to drive to that bottom of the 
funnel, because they are being paid on performance. This is a 
little different, where influencers, they are definitely more 
focused on content creation, versus conversions. They are 
definitely more top of funnel. It really depends on goals, of 
what you're trying to accomplish. Hopefully, what we're seeing,
the trend that's coming, is that we're going to be combining 
these more often than not, and working with both content 
affiliates and influencers on some sort of performance plus 
basis, and we'll be seeing more of that to come.

Lenox: Talk about tracking for both, because this concept of 
performance ... I know a lot of companies are under the gun 
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more so than ever to be able to show performance, show 
results. Whatever that is for them, based on their goals. 
Currently, how are influencers ... How is their performance 
currently tracked?

Alison Chew: Influencers can be tracked in several different ways. It really 
depends on what tools the brands choose to use. You can to 
manual tracking, which I don't recommend. It's super time-
consuming. Meaning, you can find your influencers, you can 
negotiate the compensation, you can negotiate the content 
that they'll produce. Then, you can go and manually look up 
their social stats, so their followers on each one of their 
channels. Then, after they post you can go count, literally, this 
is how many likes this Facebook post received, this is how 
many comments, this is how many shares. You can manually 
track that in an Excel spreadsheet.

There's limitations to that, of course. Like I mentioned, for that,
you're just looking at the number of followers, which is your 
potential reach, and engagements. Some brands can use 
coupon code tracking, or UTM parameters, or like to buy 
technology. There's various other ways to track further down 
the funnel. A lot of it is manual, and not perfect, and they're 
kind of piecing everything together to try to tell that full story.

If you use an influencer network, that helps out a lot. The 
influencer networks, for the most part, just speaking in general 
here, will do that tracking for you. They will automatically track
posts, they will calculate potential reach, and calculate those 
engagement metrics for you, which is a huge, huge time saver. 
In addition to allowing you to communicate with influencers on 
their platform, and finding influencers there, I think there are a 
lot of positive aspects to the influencer networks.

Again, they're not perfect either. They're still a bit time-
consuming, and they do have limited reporting, so you don't 
usually get clicks, orders, sales, conversion rate, average order 
value, things like that, that will allow you to really see the full 
picture, and close the loop between those top of funnel reach 
and engagement metrics, and down to the bottom funnel 
traffic, which is clicks, and then orders, sales, conversion rate, 
and AOV.

Lenox: You do get those metrics with an affiliate model, right? How is 
that done? If someone has an affiliate program, how are they 
able to track those kinds of metrics?

Alison Chew: You get some of those metrics. In an affiliate program you don't
get the reach or engagement metrics, but what you do get, 
because most affiliate programs use a cookie and tracking pixel
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to track all of the sales ... What you do get is, you do get clicks.
You get orders, you get sales or leads, conversion rate, AOV. 
Some will even track new versus returning customers, so 
there's a lot of really great data that can be found in both 
influencer networks as well as affiliate networks.

Connecting them both is really what we've done, and where 
the influencer marketing industry is going. We're really 
connecting influencer marketing with affiliate marketing so that
we can close that tracking loop, so that we can report on top of
funnel and bottom of funnel metrics, to really tell the whole 
story, no matter what the goal of the campaign is.

The goal of the campaign may still be amazing high quality 
content creation, and that's great. That's easy to see visually. 
We can say, "Wow, look at these images that were created, but
look at all these other data points as well," so we can help 
shape that, and really tell the full story, which is what I'm most 
excited about.

Lenox: We have a really in-depth case study coming out about AP 
Influence, and the pilot program that you guys did with a select
group of clients. Share a little bit about that, some of the high-
level stuff. Once it's ready we will include it in the show notes 
for this podcast episode, but I think that really is the super 
exciting topic of discussion for this podcast episode. Now that 
you have really, clearly explained, "This is a content affiliate, 
this is a micro-influencer, pros and cons," but AP Influence is 
really the very first program of its kind in existence, that I'm 
aware of that marries both together, that brings both together 
so that brands can get a lot of that tracking.

I'm sure anybody listening to this is going, "How? How is this 
managed marriage? How did it come about?" The case study 
will go into a lot more granular detail, but share a little bit of 
the high-level story about it.

Alison Chew: Sure. We set out to really find a way to bring in more high 
quality content producers, into our affiliate programs. That was
a problem that we were trying to solve. How do we do this, how
do we bring in high quality content? Really, how do we 
leverage this new, which it really isn't new, but this new craze 
called influencer marketing? There are all these influencers; 
social media, micro-influencers out there that have an amazing
reach. They're producing some beautiful content, but they 
either don't know about affiliate marketing, or they're making 
more money through paid influencer marketing, and they don't 
want to join affiliate programs.

So, how can we marry those together, and make it as easy as 
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possible for both brand and micro-influencers to work together?
That's what we set out to solve for. With AP Influence, we've 
done just that. We have brought micro-influencers from a very 
well-known influencer network together using our [serum 
00:22:14] technology, which acts as a sub-affiliate network, 
and linked those influencers into our affiliate programs. We're 
then able to really launch campaigns with these influencers, 
have amazing conversations.

They're creating some really fantastic high quality content, and
they're doing it, basically, we call it a performance plus basis, 
but they're basically creating content, and their compensation 
is either a flat fee plus a commission, or a free product plus 
commission, or some sort of hybrid of flat fee, free product and
commission.

We're bringing that performance piece into an influencer 
marketing. The influencers don't have to join affiliate programs,
because we're taking care of that behind the scenes, and we're
layering in the affiliate tracking, which is the clicks, orders, 
sales, on top of the reach and engagement from the influencer 
network to close that loop.

While we just finished our pilots, we are off to a great start. We 
still have a long ways to go, I think, like everyone else in 
influencer marketing, it's kind of the wild, wild West out there 
right now, and everyone's trying to figure this out, and really 
trying to figure out how we help these top of funnel content 
creators. Whether it's content affiliates or micro-influencers, 
how do we arm them with the content, with offers, with the 
promotions, with the products? How do we give them what 
they need to drive the performance that we're looking for?

For a lot of brands, while they do want high quality content, 
they do want that brand awareness, and they want those 
authentic, organic conversations and engagements happening. 
There's definitely lots of value there. At the end of the day, 
they need to see some sales, or some leads, depending on 
what type of program that they have. Everyone is trying to 
figure out how we do this. How can we make this happen, and 
not lose what's so special with influencer marketing? Not lose 
that authentic content, and those amazing relationships that 
you've formed with these influencers. How do we do this and 
still try to drive positive ROI? I think that's the next problem 
that we'll be solving, and we're off to a really great start.

Lenox: That's awesome. It's very, very exciting. We have a whole web 
page coming up on our site pretty soon that focuses on AP 
Influence. As I mentioned, we have that case study that is 
coming down the pike, that provides a lot more detail about 
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this whole entire program, and who was involved, and also the 
results that the programs across the board received. So, look 
for that.

Also, you're going to be speaking about this topic at the 
upcoming Affiliate Summit East conference in New York on 
August 1st, is that correct?

Alison Chew: It is, it is. I will be talking about how to find the right influencers
for your next influencer marketing campaign, as well as how to 
close the loop on tracking those influencers, and their results.

Lenox: Perfect. Then, to our listeners, if you're planning on attending 
Affiliate Summit East, be sure to catch Alison's presentation. 
Alison, a big thank you for taking the time to talk about this 
dynamic and exciting evolution of affiliate marketing and 
influencer marketing. We discussed a lot of different, yet 
related topics on this call, so as I mentioned, I'll be sure to 
include some of the resources that were mentioned, that Alison
mentioned in our show notes for this episode. Until next time, 
thank you for listening.
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